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This book shows the authors years of experience restoring vintage hand planes. The

processes shown are meant to be a way to get neglected and rusted vintage hand planes (and

possibly other tools) back to to nice looking and great working conditions. It provides

techniques that will allow you to walk through a vintage hand plane restoration and repair,

along with general maintenance and tuning techniques required to turn your hand plane into a

top performing tool. Making something old, neglected, rusty and unfunctional look nice again

and bring it back as a functional tool can make you proud and can be extremely satisfying –

especially if you're lucky enough to find that old tool at a garage sale, a flea market or an

auction at a very reasonable price. If you're willing to invest a little time and elbow grease,

bringing an old hand plane or similar tool back to good working order is a fairly straightforward

and inexpensive way to add to your tool kit, especially if you’re just starting out and on a budget.

“Highly recommended! Dr. Conte engagingly offers an evolved and insightful perspective on

how to effectively deal with one of the most significant issues of our time. If you are interested

in an authentic solution to anger and conflict in today’s world �read this book." �Rich Pfeiffer, MDiv,

PhD, author of Anger Management Workbook and Curriculum, president of the National Anger

Management Association (NAMA)“In this truly excellent self-help book, Dr. Christian Conte

teaches us that rather than ignoring conflict and anger, the solution is to “walk through” and

experience them. In ten clear and engrossing chapters, he offers both a powerful philosophy by

which to live life and an evidence-based set of procedures to help you do so. His Yield Theory

approach to authentically listening to others with compassion, validating their thoughts and

feelings, and exploring options for problem resolution is the cornerstone of conflict reduction

and self-improvement. Read this book and you will surely move forward towards personal

happiness.” �Howard Kassinove, PhD, ABPP, author of Anger Management: The Complete

Treatment Guide for Practitioners and coauthor of Anger Management for Everyone: Seven

Proven Ways to Control Anger and Live a Happier Life--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorChristian Conte, PhD, is a licensed professional counselor, a certified

Domestic Violence Counselor, and a Level V (highest level) Anger Management Specialist

from the National Anger Management Association. He is co-host of USA Network’s The Secret

Life of Kids and is a frequent guest on many national and local programs, including Good Day,

ESPN Radio, and CBS’s KDKA. His Yield Theory training has generated successful results for

violent criminals, family therapy, and professional athletes. Visit drchristianconte.com. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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noted.Published By: The AuthorContributors:Greg Ricketts retired after 34 years serving the

flying public in the Federal Aviation Administration. Exposed to woodworking and general

carpentry at a young age, his deep interest in antique hand planes really began following

retirement. As an unusual collector of hardware and department store branded hand planes,

Greg has experience with a wide array of different manufacturer’s tools, from Sargent &

Company, Stanley, Millers Falls Tools, Siegley, Ohio Tool Company, Union Manufacturing

Company, and other lesser-known manufacturers such as Buckeye Saw Vise Company, United

Hardware & Tool Corp., and Schmachtenberg und Türck.Greg has researched all hand plane

brands marketed by Sears, Roebuck & Co., dating back to 1895 amassing detailed records

from over 250 Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalogs. He has authored type studies on Fulton, Merit,

Craftsman, and Dunlap planes. He also provides information to the antique tool community

through his website, and its public research library of catalogs.Through the efforts to restore

hand planes, he was determined to unravel the mystery of traditional japanning of cast iron

hand tools. Researching obscure texts such as A treatise of Japanning and Varnishing, circa

1688, Pontypool and Usk Japanned Wares with the Early History of the Iron and Tinplate

Industries at Pontypool, and A Study of the Methods and Operations of Japanning Practice

from Automotive Industries 1920 publication, led to the development and eventual commercial

marketing of traditional japanning formula based on historic methods.Greg continues to collect

antique planes, restore them, japan antique hand tool for clients, and conduct seminars in

restoring and japanning antique hand planes from his 200 year old restored carriage house in

Virginia.Mark Webster retired to the California coast several years ago after nearly 40 years as

a Clinical Laboratory Scientist at a rural hospital. He started woodworking at about 4 years old

when his dad (while building the family house) gave him a hammer to “help” drive nails. With no

internet in the early 70s, Mark used books, magazines and classes found in Los Angeles and

Berkeley to improve his skills. In the late 70s, he eventually founded the San Joaquin Fine

Woodworker Association in an effort to bring nationally known woodworkers to the Central

Valley in California to present mini classes on various woodworking topics. Over the years, as a

woodworker, he made cabinets, and custom furniture for others. Throughout the woodworking

journey, he was always fascinated with hand planes and spent a lot of time tuning and using

them. Since retiring, Mark spends his days refurbing and tuning pre-war hand planes others

have sent him. His goal is to provide attractive well-tuned users. He shares his techniques on

his Instagram page at .ContentsIntroductionShould I Restore it?DismantlingA stuck Frog

ScrewA Stuck Chip Breaker ScrewChanging a Broken YokeReplace the Lateral

AdjusterCleaningEvaluatingInspecting the japanningRustRust RemovalStrippingThe Blade

Adjuster KnobTuning the FrogCleaning the Small PartsHow Flat for the

SolePaintingJapanningCleaning and Tuning the Chip BreakerBlade RestorationKnob

RestorationTote RestorationMaking A ToteMaking a KnobSharpeningFree Hand

SharpeningThe Scary Sharp MethodCamber a SmootherFlattening and polishing the back of

the blade.Oil FinishesOther FinishesSet upMaintenanceHand Plane Definitions"I like Vintage

tools. It's what I do to forget about what I do when I need to forget about what I do. Saws,

planes, chisels, hammers, it doesn't matter."IntroductionTool restoration is more than just



bringing old tools back to life. Tool restorations helps to teach us about the tools and how and

why they work. Any time we work on a tool, troubleshoot why it is not working as it should and

fixing and maintaining it, we will have a better understanding of the tool itself. Often times tool

restoration is researching its history, finding patent documents, learning who designed it and

who invented it along with who and where it was manufactured. Tool restoration becomes a

hobby that transforms into a way of life.The work we put into the tools helps us become better

woodworkers, not just because we understand the tools better, but because we are learning

skills that goes beyond woodworking. We are honing our troubleshooting skills, learning about

metals, honing sharpening skills and adding layers of knowledge that we would not otherwise

have.This book is designed to provide you the information you need to build your own skills

and offers ideas that might help stimulate you to find your own ways of performing these tasks.

The methods provided here are not the only methods, but they will get you started and help

you think of ways to get past your unique situations that you will inevitably encounter.The

processes in this book are not for restorations of extremely valuable antiques or rare and hard

to find pieces. This is meant to be a way to get neglected and rusted vintage hand planes (and

possibly other tools) back into nice looking and working conditions. By "vintage" it is meant that

it is a tool made decades ago, not a centuries-old antiques that might have historically

significant and be of significant value to historians or museums curators. Restoring very old

tools with historical significance often requires a professional that specializes in the heritage

and culture of the item in question. Too many blogs, websites, and discussions on hand plane

restoration starts with putting the tool in some kind of solution to soak. Evapo-rust, citric acid,

electrolysis, and other similar solutions all meant to eat away the rust have become favorite

conversations.For the most part I am completely against any process of this type. There is not

a magic solution that can turn rust and neglect back into its original state. There will be more

about this, but if you are still trying to decide on a process, my suggestion is to avoid any of

those liquids and solutions for any hand plane or similar tool cleaning or restorations.Making

something old, neglected, rusty and unfunctional look nice again and bring it back as a

functional tool can make you proud and can be extremely satisfying – especially if you're lucky

enough to find that old tool with "good bones" at a garage sale, a flea market or an auction at a

very reasonable price. If you're willing to invest a little time and elbow grease, bringing an old

hand plane or similar tool back to good working order is a fairly straightforward and inexpensive

way to add to your tool kit, especially if you’re just starting out and on a budget.There are many

brands of vintage hand planes that are restorable and serviceable that you can find. Stanley/

Bailey, Bedrock, Sargent, Record, Union, Ohio Tools, Millers Falls, Birmingham, V&B, and

Keen Kutter just to name a few. But even these companies made some planes you want to

avoid.I do not recommend starting with a low-quality tool for a first restore. Yes, some of the

second line and handyman or home owner marketed tools can be made to work with enough

time, knowledge and patience, but some can be a real struggle and never will make a great

working tool. If you want to risk it for restoration practice that is fine, but do not lose faith if it

just does not turn out as you expect. If you just want to help hone your restoration skills

however, it is good practice. I would not recommend the lower quality tools if you will rely on

that tool to work and work well until you have some tuning experience.Store brands like

Defiance, Dunlap, Craftsman, Wards Master, Fulton and many others can vary with vintage,

just like their parent manufacturer. The older ones are typically good quality planes but as time

passed, so did the quality.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------A few things to look out for:Watch out for the pressed

steel frogs. You want your planes to have a real (cast) frog.Avoid aluminum frogs and lever



caps.Look for quality castings. Rough finishes and bad castings are a sign of inferior

construction.Look close for cracks and breaks in the metal parts (wood parts are easier to fix

or replace) Look especially close at the cheek areas and around the mouth corners.Look for

welds and repairs.Pressed steel lever caps and aluminum lever caps are typically on lower

quality hand planes.Plastic materials for knobs and totes can be evidence of lower quality,

although there are several exceptions like a Millers Falls made Permaloid Planes that had a

transparent red plastic. Millers Falls referred to these as “indestructible.” These are very

collectable and good quality tools. Millers Falls also made a Buck Rogers series that were also

very good hand planes. This is an example of the Millers Falls Buck Rogers #714 !’There are

also black rubber totes which usually have a “BoE” for Board of Education and some Diamond

Edge planes with the same tote with a “DE” on them. These rubber totes do not suggest the

plane was made as a cheaper tool.Serious rust pits do not usually hurt performance, but it

does affect resale value quite significantly.Check the blade, if it is not restorable it can be

replaced, but will add to the cost of restoration.I started in the tool world as a user. I have been

using tools since before I was allowed to use power tools. I never really had a woodworking

mentor growing up, but somehow it just seemed to be in my blood. None of my immediate

family or friends really did much woodworking, although being raised on a farm, I saw plenty of

what it was like to work with our hands. Everything was built based on whatever we had to work

with. If something broke, you fixed it. If there was a need for a tool and you had the means to

build it, you built it. Finding old or used equipment and bringing it back to life was

commonplace.Quite a few years ago, I was bit by the hand plane collecting bug and bit hard.

My wife was constantly dragging (and I mean kicking and screaming all the way) to antique

shops. After a while though, I could hear the old tools crying for help. I had a few hand planes

and hand saws and being a carpenter and woodworker, I knew how to use them but now they

seemed to take on a new life.Pretty soon old tools started following me home in droves. It didn’t

take long to discover that I just couldn’t use all the tools I brought home, and although I didn’t

mind passing along the duplicates and the common ones, the rarer specimens I just couldn’t

part with.Some of what I brought home would have been considered beyond repair according

to most. In some instances, they were rusted beyond recognition. The natural thing to do was

strip, repaint, restore, and make them look good again. I never wanted them to look new, and I

always used as much of the original tool as I could. It seemed to be a challenge to keep as

much of the original tool as was fixable. It just seemed like the right thing to do.The question is

always should they be restored. The next chapter will take a look at it. Bottom line is if it is your

tool, you get to decide. Should I Restore it? You will often hear opinions about how you should

never ever restore an antique. That always seemed to be conflicting with all reason for me,

after all, in most cases the tools I brought home were ugly and unwanted. Useless for almost

all intentional purposes, be it woodworking or be it collecting. They looked terrible, they didn’t

work, and they were extremely inexpensive because nobody else wanted them.It seems the

saw guys, (those that are interested in collecting hand saws) do not seem to draw such a firm

line in the sand. The plates need to be cleaned, the etch should be maintained, if at all

possible, and the handles fixed or rebuilt, whenever it seems appropriate. There is not the

uproar over saving the earth by keeping the sins and neglect of the past showing in the

tools.The hand plane guys seem to come in different schools. There are those that say “it’s

your plane, do what you want with it” and those that say you should never never NEVER strip

and paint that old hand plane.I must be honest; I still fall in the “use some common sense”

school when you have a tool in your possession. If you want my advice as to whether I think

you should restore the tool, read on.My first bit of advice is, always know what the tool is. What



do I mean by that? As an example, when I first started restoring vintage tools, I restored what I

thought was a no-name #3. It was in really bad shape, and it would have needed restoring

anyhow. The bolts were stripped, it was badly rusted and was in terrible condition. It was

missing the knob and tote, so new ones were made. I fixed it up and resold it as a no-name #3.

I later learned it was a type 2 Sargent 408. Not an extremely rare or valuable tool, but more so

than a normal 1950’s bench plane. And being a bit of a Sargent collector, my ignorance

annoyed me. I will always remember that as a mistake. I should have restored it to original and

put it in my Sargent collection. Most of all, I should have made certain I knew what it was

before I started.Next, know the current value, just as it is and when it is restored. And I don’t

mean you need to re-sell it, but what it is worth in both financial and historical value. I will

restore a type 17 Stanley #5 without pause, a Type 1 Sargent on the other hand would need to

be in much worse shape. That is not to say it would not get cleaned up and put back in working

order, it just means the “restoration” would have been less intrusive and a lot more attention

paid to keeping it original.Another thing I did in the past was I restored a Sargent #15 Shaw

Patent. A reasonably valuable plane as they go. It was in terrible terrible shape, so a restoration

was a must. My only mistake was making the knob and tote from bloodwood (the originals

were gone). It looks great, but someday I may switch them out for Mahogany. It’s a reversible

mistake, which makes it not so bad. The moral of the story is, if you must make a mistake,

make it reversible. Of course, if it is just going to be a great user, then it does not matter, and

as already stated, the bloodwood looks great.And we don’t have to talk re-sale value, but I

think we should. Despite the rhetoric heard, some total restores do increase value. If a tool is

beyond recognition, if all or most of its original finish is gone, and if rust is the primary color,

especially if pitting has occurred, it is my belief a restoration is in order. I also believe the more

modern and available the tool is, the more this is true. The opposite is also true, the older and

rarer the tool is, the less should be done. Condition will dictate the extreme, and some are bad

enough to deserve a complete make over. As the tool gets older and rarer, the condition needs

to be worse for a restore to increase the value.Pull up an ancient hand plane from 2000 BC it is

probably best left alone. Hopefully you get the extreme reference, but it is something to always

keep in mind.It is important to understand a restored vintage tool is worth less than an

unrestored vintage tool, assuming the condition is similar. The key phrase “assuming the

condition is similar”. Most collectors will pay much more for a vintage tool that has been nicely

restored, then a vintage tool that they believe is possibly unrestorable and unusable. Seriously,

who wants a huge pile of rust in their display cabinet or their shop?There are certainly

instances of middle ground where possible disagreements can occur. What if the vintage tool

was rusty, but still had 35% of its original japanning? Now what? Should it be restored?

Possibly not, a good simple cleaning may suffice, along with dealing with excessive rust, if

required, but I can also understand the need to make it look whole again. But for me, if we

change the example and specified it was a newer more common vintage tool with 35% of its

original japanning, then my answer will probably be “go ahead and make it a bit shinier”.There

are also guys (or gals) who would take my Type 0 Sargent 409 and actually use it. I get it, and

if I was not so clumsy and somewhat unlucky, I might as well. And maybe if my shop floor

wasn’t concrete, I would reconsider, but the thought of dropping it or pushing it off the edge of

the bench and watching it hit the concrete floor makes my heart skip several beats.I will let the

debate live on. And as a closing note, I do not believe a bad restoration is better than no

restoration. Dipping a tool in shellac, poly or some other clear finish not only does not

constitute preservation, it is also just plain sad. Not all old tools are collectable or valuable, but

some are. We should try to maintain any historical significance that we can.And most of all, it’s



a hobby. If you are not having fun, stop and leave it to those of us that

are.DismantlingDismantling Reverse the order of disassembly to reassemble.Next let us look at

the times when it does not “just” come apart and requires some persuasion.A stuck Frog

ScrewThis type 2 Stanley #6 was a bugger. One frog screw was broke completely off, and one

had half the head broke so using a screw driver was not a possibility.Here is the solution I

used, although it’s likely one of many solutions.I used plenty of heat to help persuade the first

screw to come out. I started with a punch to turn the screw. If you look close in the second

picture you can see it has started to turn. Once the flat spot for the punch was around too far to

use, I switched to a small chisel and just kept working it slow and adding occasional heat.Once

the frog was free, I set my sites on the screw that was broken off.The second screw was broke

off flush enough that vise grips wouldn't grab it, so I hit it with the Dremel to make a flat spot,

then a center punch for a spot for the drill bit to start.Then it was drilled and I used an easy-out

extractor. My biggest concern was NOT drilling through the sole.
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Randy S., “A Great Resource. Don and his co-contributors do a good job of going through a

step-by-step process, while also explaining in detail some important nuances and subjects

rarely discussed by others. I particularly took to heart Don's philosophy to "use what you have",

rather than invest in elaborate (and usually expensive) equipment. The purists out there may

gnash their teeth, but I believe you will have a much more pleasurable experience taking care

of and restoring your old planes following these guidelines. Enjoy the results!”

The book by Don Wilwol has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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